Testimonials

CD102.5 has been a great partner through the last seven years of working with them. They also
are truly a local business with real people who go out into the community- a rarity in radio these
days. The ads we have with them still consistently get unsolicited customer feedback - "heard
you on cd102". We don't get that kind of direct feedback from some other types of ads we place.
On top of that they were friendly and respectful, reaching out directly and early, when the world
started to collapse and going above and beyond other vendor/partners that we work with. Good
people, good music, good listener demographic and a real part of our Columbus community.

-

Collin Castore of Seventh Son Brewing Co.
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Today we want to give a HUGE, HUGE shoutout to CD102.5. We’ve worked with them for
years, but when Covid-19 shut everything down, they just absolutely stepped up to the plate for
us and many other small businesses. The deejays created an ad for Spoonful’s new website
and have been running it FREE OF COST to us this whole time. Have you heard it!? We are
usually inside listening to vinyl, but as we drive around doing deliveries, we often hear it, and
are humbled. Our business has kept afloat these past two month from website sales, garnering
a lot of new customers, many who’ve never stepped foot in our new space. We have to believe
that the radio ad impact has been tremendous.
Beyond that, CD102.5’s commitment to local musicians is outstanding. We have been
introduced to so many local bands through Frontstage and Local Artist Showcases and their
peppering the deejay sets with local music ALL DAY. It’s so refreshing and we feel lucky to live
in a city that has a truly INDEPENDENT radio station doing whatever the hell they want.
To Randy, Mase, Brian, Tom, Rachel, Adam, Josh, Daisy, Rikki, and all the staff, we just want to
say everything we wrote in the yearbooks: YOU’RE AWESOME, DON’T EVER CHANGE,
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER, and TAKER-EZ.
With love, The Spoonful Gang
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Hi this is Jesse Vitt from Lemongrass in the short north. CD102.5 cares helped us to
provide information and let guests know we were open for carry out and delivery during
the covid lockdown. We appreciate the support and for helping us send information to
everyone.
Thanks, CD102.5

